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Some Strengths of Standard Level-3: 

- Many different parameters (over 100) 

- Many different statistics (over 20) 

- Multiday files fill orbit gaps (full global coverage) 

- Efficient study of global statistics & longer term trends 

- Joint histograms show cross-parameter relationships * 

- Useful in quality and debug efforts of L2 inputs ** (L3 browse) 

* ** 



Some Limitations of Standard Level-3: 

- Fixed map projection (Lat-Lon) 

- Fixed relatively coarse resolution (1˚) 

- Fixed parameter set (per Collection) 

- Limited set of joint histograms (per Collection) 

- Preset histogram bin boundaries (per Collection) 

- Overlapping orbits are averaged * (Daily) 

* 



Need for a New Customized Level-3 (L3C): 

- Flexible map projection 

- Flexible grid resolution  

- Flexible handling of overlapping orbits  

- Flexible parameter set  

- More complicated statistics 

- More detailed histograms and joint histograms 

- Run by users using provided software/tools 



How can we build Customized L3 Products? 



Need for Collection 006: 

Optimize the Joint L2 (ATML2) Product  

so it can be used as a  

basis  

for all possible permutations of future  

L2G and L3C Products 



What does the  

Joint L2 Atmosphere Product (ATML2) 

currently contain?  

For C005 content see 

modis-atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/JOINT/format.html 

















Science Team Action Item 

Review:   

  Content of ATML2 (for missing SDSs and QA Flags) 

 C005 ATML2 Content:   modis-atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/JOINT/format.html 

 C005 QA Plan:   modis-atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/reference_atbd.html 

I will be in contact with L2 Teams over the next few months 



MODIS/Terra Level 1B Subsampled Calibrated Radiance at 5km (MOD02SSH) 

For Collection 005  

- A 5km subsample from the MODIS Level 1B 1km data (MOD021KM)  

- Every fifth frame or pixel (along-scan) and fifth line (across-scan) is sampled 
-! The subsampling starts at the third frame, and at the third line.  
- There is a one-to-one correspondence between the data and geolocation with no offset  

-! Contains calibrated and geolocated at-aperture radiances for 36 bands 

-! Visible, shortwave infrared (SWIR) and Near Infrared (NIR) measurements are made during daytime only 
-! Radiances for Thermal Infrared (TIR) are measured continuously  
- The spatial coverage is similar to that of MOD021KM (nominally it is 2330 by 2030 km, cross-track by along-track).  

Action Item:  

Ensure that MOD02SSH uses the same 
sampling pixels and has the same size as  

5km products in MODATML2 to facilitate 
their joint use for climate data generation. 



Topic 2.  

A Summary of  

Collection 006 Changes 

 to the Standard 

MODIS-Atmosphere Level 3 



Summary of C6 Changes to L3 

1. Cloud Optical Properties (06_OD) derived 

 a. New Parameters: Permutations of Tau and Re  

 b. Possible new QA weighting scheme (using Uncertainty) 

 c. Possible new statistics (Median?, Mode?) 

 d. Define some new joint histograms 

 e. Histogram and joint histogram bin optimization 

2. Cloud Top Properties (06_CT) derived 

 a. New Parameters: CTH, TStorm Overshooting Top Statistics 

 b. New Aggregations 

  1. low/middle/high clouds (440, 680 hPa boundaries) 

  2. near nadir view (SensorZenithAngle < 32°) 

  c. Define some new joint histograms 

 d. Histogram and joint histogram bin optimization 



Summary of C6 Changes to L3 (con’t) 

3.  Aerosol (04) derived 

 a. New multiday weighting scheme: Daily to Multiday  

 b. Parameter list changes (1 added & 14 dropped) 

 c.  Other changes for Deep Blue Aerosol? (pending)  

4.  Water Vapor (05), Cirrus Detection (06_CD), 

Atmospheric Profile (07) derived 

 a. No L3 changes requested thus far; however  

             improvements at L2 will propagate to L3 



More Details can be found  

in the C006 Change Summary Document 

modis-atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov/products_c006update.html 



Questions? 

Contact   Paul.A.Hubanks@nasa.gov 


